
“-∞ - 0 ”
 (A great idea)



The very best startup ideas tend to have three things in common: 

1.they’re something the founders themselves want
2.that they themselves can build

3.and that few others realize are worth doing. 

- Paul Graham, Founder of YC





“0-1 ”
 (product/market fit,PMF)



“Product/market fit means being in a good market with a product that can satisfy that market, and people sell for you”

   - Marc Andreesen



A-HA/Magical Moment

A-HA Moment

.



A-HA moments

Josh Elman, Twitter’s Twitter
30

Chamath Palihapitiya, Facebook A-HA 10
7

ChenLi Wang, Dropbox Dropbox
Dropbox
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   - Peter Thiel
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&  (growth engine)
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“A good growth rate during YC is 5-7% a week. If you can hit 10% a week you’re 
doing exceptionally well. If you can only manage 1%, it’s a sign you haven’t yet 
figured out what you’re doing.”

- Paul Graham
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MAU Nights booked Send



“I’ve talked to so many companies, and they try to get incredibly complicated about what they’re doing, but it 
is just as simple as when you see the first picture of one of your friends on Facebook, you go ‘Oh my God, 
this is what this site is about!’

- Mark Zuckerberg
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Rogers Innovation Curve
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“If you can run more experiments than the next guy, if you can be hungry for 
growth, if you can fight and die for every extra user and you stay up late at night to 
get those extra users, to run those experiments, to get the data, and do it over and 
over and over again, you will grow faster.”



TestOptimiz
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Repeat

Ideas
1.Generate Ideas
Campaigns, strategy, tactics that 
align with reaching your goals

Build
2.Organize & Prioritize 
Rate and compare  their potential impact, 
confidence, and resource required

3. A/B Test 
Execute on your ideas

4.Measure & Analyze 
MeasureCompare results to your 

hypothesis and ask “why”

5.Optimize 
Use these learnings to improve your 

execution and systemise the idea

6.Repeat 
Once that test is completed go back 

to the plan
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Case study: 
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How do referred users perform



Hundreds of thousands of booked
nights by referred users in 2014




